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Abstract

The prediction of news popularity is having substantial importance for the digital advertisement community in terms of selecting and engaging users. Traditional approaches are based on empirical data collected through surveys and applied statistical measures to prove a hypothesis. However, predicting news popularity based on statistical measures applied to past data is highly questionable. Therefore, in this paper, we predict news popularity using machine learning classification models and deep residual neural network models. Articles are usually made up of textual content and in many cases, images are also used. Although it is evident that the appropriate amount of textual data is required to extract features and create models, image data is also helpful in gaining useful information. In this paper, we present a novel multimodal online news popularity prediction model based on ensemble learning. This research work acts as a guide for extensive feature engineering, feature extraction, feature selection, and effective modeling to create a robust news popularity Prediction Model. Three kinds of features – meta features, text features, and image features are used to design an influential and robust model. The performance measure Root Mean Squared logarithmic error (RMSLE) is used to validate the outcome of the proposed model. Further, the most important features are sought out for the proposed model to verify the dependence of the model on text and image features.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is a perpetual need and scope of improvement in the advertisement industry especially when it comes to analytics that caters to text content on the web mostly in articles and blogs [1]. These text analytical insights are very valuable for brands and are helpful for digital marketing firms such as news agencies [2], [3], publishers, and brands to boost the popularity of their content and achieve maximum audience engagement. Undoubtedly, for online publishers, news agencies, and brands it is important to produce engaging content among the audience. Audience engagement is always a moving target, and there is more competition that requires every minute of attention. Consistently engaging an audience based on intuition and guesswork is not viable. Additionally, content writers and content managers are unaware about

- What type of content garners maximum traffic?
- Which keywords are loved by the audience?
- Which type of images makes more sense?
- Is the text used more readable or is too difficult to understand?

The answer to these questions may provide remarkable help to advertisement designers/agencies to attract customers. If advertisements are designed with all these inputs the readability and reach will increase thereby enhancing the product’s popularity and sale in the market. For example, consider the two images shown in Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b) which are used by a brand to promote their product. Figure 1(a) has overmuch text, details, and colors whereas, on the other side, Figure 1(b) has a clear image, less text with fewer details. It is noticed that article viewers in Figure 1(b) are much lesser than article viewers in Figure 1(a). The manual observation/ statistical measures are not appropriate to provide an efficient and precise outcome of advertisement popularity [4], [5]. All these questions are completely unanswered due to a lack of technology or analytics. Therefore, the main problem statement is to fill this gap and assist these users to optimize their content and their content strategies [6], [7].

Figure 1: (a) Bright Colour, Enough text, and details (Article Views: 90,100)(b) Clear Image, less text, and less details (Article Views: 90,100)[Data source: Mashable Inc, collected September 2018]

There is a need for analytics-based insights that can
help to understand the audience preferences and ultimately the most engaging content [8], [9]. Publishers can generate engagements on-demand and can increase the advertisement readership by getting these valuable insights about the advertisement. Therefore, the objective of this work is to prove that the usage of the correct image, correct keywords, and correct Meta features associated with the content can have a great impact on users' engagements- Views, shares, popularity of any article/blog/advertisement. This technique can avoid usage of user click fraud in online advertising [10], [11].

This work is an initial impetus to design an analytical model and the objective of the model is to forecast the popularity of online news articles and provide relevant actionable insights to the users. The publishers can rework their strategies to use the right content or images, and post at specific times based on the insights. Ultimately, this can support boosting the popularity of their articles and selling advertisements. With the use of the proposed online advertisement popularity model which is dependent on preemptive analytical insights [12], publishers can garner more traffic on their websites, expect more numbers of clicks on advertisements, more numbers of sales through the platform/website, enhance their existing customer base, add customers with different demographics into their customer base, identify window shoppers and returning visitors or customers, outperform the competitors, improve overall website Alexa rankings, and improve overall Search Engine Optimization rankings.

It simply gives the power to design articles based on real-time feedback and analysis. This proves to be essential in today’s world since the number of articles/advertisements developed and published in a day are enormous. Therefore, it is desirable and requires an approach to make an article/advertisement/blog on top.

The organization of the manuscript is detailed herewith. Section II contains the referred research and supporting evidence in terms of studied tools followed by shortcomings found in the existing models. Section III covers the aspects of dataset collection and its exploratory data analysis for understanding. Feature enrichment is detailed in section IV and section V which provide detailed information about techniques used for text feature and image features extraction respectively. The next section (section VI) gives information about all the baseline models and an ensemble model. Section VII discusses experimental settings and the corresponding outcomes. Some enriched features based on experimental findings are discussed in this section. Section VIII finally presents the concluding remarks with some insights into the future scope.

II. RELATED RESEARCH AND SUPPORTING EVIDENCE

The US-based organization CoSchedule uses data analytics to score the headlines of the articles [13]. They use several features such as Word Balance, Content Sentiment, Word Meta Features, etc. to evaluate the content of the blog/article headlines. Furthermore, the CoSchedule content analyzer performs modeling and generates a score for the content, headlines, and titles based on the features. This is helpful for the editors to understand the potential outcomes. The sample outcome of the word Balance feature is shown in Figure 2 for a clear understanding.

![Figure 2: A screenshot of CoSchedule Content Analyzer](image)

One more similar kind of tool is Sharethrough which is a Stanford research project [14]. It has a tool to analyze and provide a quality score (See Figure 3). The Quality Score is computed with the help of a multivariate linguistic algorithm. This algorithm is built on the concept of behavior Model theory, Sharethrough neuroscience, and advertising research. The multivariate linguistic algorithm considers more than 300 unique variables comprised of EEG data and Natural Language Processing content. These unique variables enable users’ native ads to capture attention, expand engagement, and manifest a stronger impression.

![Figure 3: A screenshot of Sharethrough Content Analyzer](image)

Online news popularity prediction and evaluation are studied extensively by researchers. Online news popularity prediction nowadays has become the prime domain to endure consumers and provide inflated targets in form of likes, shares, and leads [17]. Generally, to work in this direction, researchers have used the online news popularity dataset from the UCI repository [18]. In 2015, Ren & Quan worked on the prediction and evaluation of online news popularity [19] and used the same UCI repository dataset. In their work, 20 baseline and
text features are used and machine learning algorithms are applied to rank these features. In machine learning algorithm 10 different levels of SVM regression and Random Forest algorithms are used to generate 5-fold cross-validation results. Accuracy varies from 55% - 69% for variant of SVM. Similar research work direction is practised by Namous et. al. in 2018. They also have applied SVM, Random Forest, Neural network, KNN, Naive Bayes to explore the possibility of accuracy enhancement but achieved accuracy is 65% with optimal parameters. Even, research work specifically for feature enrichment using Boltzmann machine, Resnet, etc. are performed by researchers. For other application prediction, variants of random forest algorithms are also introduced in recent research work where instead of random subset selection, researchers have proposed a multi-view rand based random forest algorithm.

In general, Researchers worked in this same direction and applied numerous machine learning algorithms. Fernandes et. al. is also work in Online News Popularity prediction and validated using ensemble algorithm - Random Forests, AdaBoost; weak learners algorithm- Support Vector Machine, K-Nearest Neighbor, and Naive Bayes. Performance is evaluated using an overall area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve was 73% and acceptable discrimination and accuracy was around 67%.

Bhargava et. al. used KNN, Random, Naive Bayes, and Neural to predict news popularity. The result analysis is done using correlation analysis, particle swarm optimization, and principal component analysis. Result analysis is performed in a different way than previously done work. The result shows that SVM and naive outperform with correlation algorithm and KNN, on the other end neural outperforms PSO and respectively.

One recently published research paper measured the amount of attention to news articles. The author primarily focused on dimensionality reduction and how irrelevant attributes deteriorate the learning algorithm performance while predicting. A new feature selection strategy is proposed in this research paper which enriches features/ attributes using Cellucci-Mutual Information-Based feature selection technique. The author claimed that the approach can extract the most important features and can accurately predict news popularity. The existing researcher worked on fusing and mining opinions from reviews. The prime point of discussion is the correlation/degree of relevance between reviews and their associated news article in published research work of the last few years. Feature-based customers’ effective response has been extracted by wang et. al., their work uses seven affective attributes/ features, and heuristic deep learning is modeled to get the relationship between review texts and customers’ response. Text features are extracted to compare unrelated reviews and articles. Article reputation is measured based on a fused principal opinion set i.e. opinions of similar and same attitudes and preferences. Some researchers focused their work on images and video-based news popularity as well. Various techniques are used to predict popularity by extracting the image and video features such as Fourier transform, image visual understanding-based features such as contrast, surveying, and Topic and sentiments for image Ad. Competitive correlation Keywords used in advertisements. Patents have also been published to predict popularity using Images. In this patent global feature, regional features, and image segmentation is used and hidden unit response is extracted using a restricted Boltzmann machine. Finally, search results are ranked based on these features based on image quality. In 2017, ACM Multimedia introduced a challenge to predict popularity of photos on Social media Prediction Task-1 (SMP-T1). Several teams participated in the challenge and out of all One research work presented in this challenge was by Wang et. al. on collected Flicker Dataset. In this research work, gradient boosting regression tree (GBRT) used ridge regression for prediction score generation by modeling the linear regression in between features. Overall 10 features- user id (distinct key), post date, number of comments, hashtags, length of title, length of description, tag count, average view, group count, and average member count are used to predict population using Ridge Regression method.

Performance is measured using Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Squared Error (MSE) which was 1.1059 and 2.1767 respectively.

The most recent work in this direction is performed by Liao et. al. In this research paper, recurrent neural network (RNN) and Convolution neural network (CNN) is used in the deep fusion of temporal process and content features model (DFTC). The dataset which is used to validate news popularity is from WeChat. The temporal process is modeled using RNN to capture long-term growth trend of popularity and for short-term features attention, CNN is used. For content features Hierarchical Attention Network and embedding techniques are used for capturing text and Meta features. Competitive keywords based on online advertising is also been validated to improve search engine advertising performance.

In the context of the dataset, we have taken the Mashable inc dataset of UCI repository but we have not taken that as it is we have extended both text feature dataset and image feature dataset. Various language techniques and scores are used to upgrade the text feature dataset of all the articles’ content. Similarly, ResNet is used to fetch Image features that are high in amount so PCA is used for dimensionality reduction of ResNet provided approximately 10,000 features.

Generally, the foregoing research studies focus on regression models and machine learning models usage in various domains such as healthcare, privacy and safety, e-commerce, medicines to detect, identify, and predict influencing factors, adverse effects, adverse factors, patterns, etc. Iglesias et. al. used evolving fuzzy systems to classify real-time news articles into various topics. In this work, news articles are categorized into various topic areas and this classification has been done utilizing the text content of the article. Work is performed on continuous, time-varying news article data as well to handle data streams, a web news mining framework is proposed by making use of evolving Type-2 classifier.

These found research gaps in studied literature framed the direction of research work presented in this manuscript.
The existing work uses textual features or image features individually which makes the solution approach inconsistent. Henceforth, there is a need for a robust solution approach for variety of features driven news popularity prediction. The proposed solution approach is drafted in a hybrid manner i.e. added combination of baseline features (social context features), textual features using natural language processing, and Image features using an image-based deep learning model. Even though a similar sort of work has been done separately on other application areas but just a few features have been used for a particular content type (text, image). As per our knowledge, readability, a textual feature have not been used for popularity prediction of an article, and extensive image features extracted using Resnet deep learning architecture are also not been used for online news popularity. Another novelty of work is learning the importance of feature or assignment of weight to features based on mapping of feature and news popularity index. All three categories of features (Baseline, Textual, and Image) are highlighted based on their importance. At last, Several baselines and ensemble learners in combination with features categories are used for predicting news popularity using identified features and corresponding feature weight.

III. DATA COLLECTION AND ITS DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

After several research efforts, the Mashable inc website is used to extract the details of articles. 40,000 articles details along with their final number of shares have been published in total from 2013 to 2015. The final number of shares acts as the target variable, and the use of past data makes more sense as essentially all the articles are now in saturation and their shares will not change. So, as shown in Figure 4, Title, Shares, Main article image, Article text, and Article tags are present on Mashable. inc for all the articles. The data set is a public dataset and it is available in the UCI Machine learning repository [13]. We have used only two fields from the complete dataset-Articles, i.e., URL, and Number of shares. Rest all the features are generated by scraping of data. Three kinds of data have been scrapped from the articles' URL pages. The extracted data categories are Baseline data (Views, shares, number of href, etc), text data, and image data. The data collection process is shown in Figure 4.

A. Baseline Data

The baseline dataset includes the features and information that was published in the public dataset. These details include article URL, article published Date, number of reference articles, images count, videos count, and shares count. The shares count is considered as the target variable. This baseline data has been collected for all 40,000 published articles by Mashable Inc.

B. Text Data

Further, to validate news popularity based on its content and associated image, we decided to enrich the data set by adding some key features. The first form of feature addition includes the text data information that has been crawled from every article using the article URL. The web crawling steps have been performed using python scripts. The script visits every article page and retrieves the details from the article and saves it. The added text key features are article title, article text (content), author name, and article tags. These features are added alongside the baseline dataset.

C. Image Data Extraction

The next set of features that have been added to the data set is the Image used in the article. The images of all the articles have been crawled using the Image URL obtained from the previous step. So, the baseline dataset has been enriched with new features that include the text data content and the images used in the article.

D. Data Preprocessing

Data preprocessing is required for both baseline and text data. The text data consists of raw content such as URLs, Stop words, Expressions, etc. Henceforth, data cleaning is mandatory and the processes that are applied to clean data are

- Escaping HTML characters: Removal of HTML tags those are embedded in the original data such as &lt; &gt; &amp;
- Apostrophe Lookup: Any word sense disambiguation in text needs to be avoided, In our work, all the apostrophes are converted into standard lexicons using lookup tables.
- Removal of Stop-words: In-text cleaning, we removed the commonly occurring words (stop-words)
- Removal of Punctuation: Symbols and special characters were removed
- Removal of URLs in the text: URLs and hyperlinks in text data were removed.

Further, preprocessing is performed on baseline data. The following steps are performed on all the baseline features present in the dataset:

- Min-Max Normalization: All the independent Variables were normalized using the equation

\[
z = \frac{x - \min(x)}{\max(x) - \min(x)}
\]
Logarithmic Transformation of Target Variable: We converted the target variable to logarithmic to make the target variable follow the normal distribution.

E. Exploratory Data Analysis

The exploratory analysis helps us to learn more about the target variables (number of shares), and some of the key features such as Images count, Videos count, and the number of reference articles [48]. The exploratory data analysis is performed on the dataset to understand the insights of features such as how the features are spread across every article? In the collected data shares are the dependent target variable and all other features- Number of Images, Number of Videos, Number of Hrefs, Top Tags Used are dependent features. The distribution of Dependent target variable - shares of articles is shown in Figure 5.

Other baseline independent variables- article image distribution, article video distribution, and article Href distribution are shown in figure 6, 7, and 8 respectively.

IV. TEXT FEATURE ENGINEERING

Five kinds of features are obtained from the text data by applying the corresponding techniques. The details of text feature engineering and the workflow are shown in Figure 9. The five incurred features are- Readability [49], Meta Text Feature, Sentiment Features, Dictionary features, and TF-IDF Features [47]. The process of obtaining these features is detailed in further subsections.

A. Readability Features

Readability features are used to evaluate the readability of text. Readability is defined based on the count of syllables, words, and sentences exist in an article. Readability tests considered as a viable and capable alternative to conduct an actual statistical survey of readers of the subject content. A useful readability test protocol will give a rough indication to measure readability of a particular work. For a high volume of content the accuracy of readability increases. Based on the heuristic, an article which is having high readability will get a higher number of views and shares. The features which have been generated to measure the readability of articles are Flesh Reading ease, Flesch-Kincaid grade level, SMOG Index, Coleman-Liau Index, and Lix.

1) The Flesch Reading Ease formula: This formula is used to evaluate the readability ease of English language written content. The output, Readability Ease (RE) values lie in the range of 0-100. A higher score indicates the article is easy to read and the average output of RE is between 6-70. The mathematical equation used to compute RE is depicted in equation (2)

\[
RE = 206.835 - (1.015 \times ASL) - (84.6 \times ASW)
\]  

Where, RE = Readability Ease, ASL = Average Sentence Length, and ASW = Average number of syllables per word.

2) The Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: This measure is used to assign a score to the text based on its difficulty level. The level indicates that the average student in a specific grade level
Figure 9: Workflow of Text Feature Extraction

can read the text. The higher grade level indicates difficult to read text. The mathematical equation is used to compute the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level (F-KGL) is in equation (3)

\[ F - KGL = (0.39 \times ASL) + (11.8 \times ASW) - 15.59 \] (3)

3) The SMOG Index: This test is used to measure the readability based on average persons can read the text. A higher value means the text is difficult to read. SMOG Index is computed by counting the number of sentences as well as the count of polysyllabic words in these sentences. SMOG Index is calculated with equation (4).

\[ \text{SMOG Index} = 1.0430 \times \sqrt{\frac{\text{number of polysyllables}}{\text{number of sentences}}} + 3.1291 \] (4)

4) The Coleman-Liau Index: This test relies on characters contrary to syllables per word and sentence length. This measure used to compute Coleman –Liau Index (CLI) score is written in equation (5).

\[ \text{CLI} = 0.0588 \times L - 0.296 \times S - 15.8 \] (5)

Where L is the average number of letters per hundred words and S is the average sentence per hundred words.

5) LIX Score: This test is used to calculate readability measures based on the difficulty of reading a foreign text. The LIX score is computed using equation (6)

\[ \text{LIX} = \frac{A}{B} + \left( \frac{C \times 100}{A} \right) \] (6)

Where, A is the number of words, B is the number of periods, and C is the number of long words

B. Text Meta Features

Numbers of extra text-based features are also generated. These features have already been used in studies by researchers for improving text classification models performance. The text meta-features computed in this research work are:

- Word Count of the document;
- Character Count of the words in a document;
- Average Word Density of words in the documents;
- Unique Clean Words.

C. Sentiment Features

The quantification of sentiments associated with the article and its title are used as two features. To measure this TextBlob package in Python has been used. TextBlob is a rule-based sentiment analyzer and supports in measuring polarity and subjectivity of article. A research article published by Chaturvedi et. al. discusses hand-crafted features and atomized models for subjectivity and polarity detection [50]. Polarity is only used as subjectivity quantification is not required in case of news popularity. Polarity is used to quantify emotions expressed in a sentence. The polarity is the sentiment ranging from -1 to +1. The negative value of polarity interprets a negative emotion and positive value interprets a positive emotion and 0 values means neutral emotion. It is noticed that articles that share positive content are likely to garner the number of shares.
D. Dictionary Based Features

To make a post popular emotional and powerful words are also crucial and significant. These emotional and powerful words that can lead to more shares are also explored by the coschedule.com team. Therefore, Dictionary-based features are added as additional features. These dictionary-based features are added to measure the impact of power words and emotional words in the article data. The Power and Emotional word dictionary are obtained from coschedule.com.

V. Image Feature Engineering

Several State-of-art CNN architectures- AlexNet, LeNet, VGG, LeNet are used to provide the solution to the most groundbreaking computer vision and deep learning area. All these architectures are going deeper and deeper using the number of layers. AlexNet has 5 convolution layer, VGG has 16 and 19 convolution layer, GoogleNet has 22 layers. Deep Neural systems do not train systems effectively just by increasing stacking layers. This adds a vanishing gradient problem so ResNet is introduced. Deep Residual Network is used to train thousands of layers to achieve compelling performance. To generate image features ResNets uses skip connection and jump over a single layer. The concept behind the skip layer is basically to avoid the problem of vanishing gradients by reusing activations from a previous layer until the layer next to the current one has learned its weights. In the ResNet initial phase, the neural network collapses into fewer layers to make it easy to learn and layers expand step-by-step to learn more about the feature space. When layers are expanded it contains many features and learns faster. In this work to learn image features of advertisement, a pre-trained ResNets model is used to generate the low-dimensional features from the dataset. Resnet model works on the concept of skip-connections in which the activations and the inputs are added together and propagated forward. This helps to avoid the vanishing gradient descent problem. Therefore, a pre-trained ResNet model is used and deactivated the last layer to obtain the final output. Figure 10 showcases the Overall Image feature generation process. The pre-trained ResNet50 model is used which generates low-level image features. It generates 10,035 dimensions of low-level features for our advertisement image dataset. Further, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is applied to reduce dimensions [51]. PCA is a dimensionality reduction technique that provides a lower dimensionality approximation of the original data while preserving as much variability as possible. It uses an orthogonal transformation to transform a set of correlated features into a set of linearly uncorrelated variables, those are known as principal components. The largest possible variance exist in first principal component and each succeeding component in turn has the highest possible variance with the constraint that it is orthogonal to the preceding components. usually after data normalization, PCA is performed by eigenvalue decomposition or singular value decomposition of a data matrix. Therefore, It is used to reduce the dimensions of image features from 10,035 into 100 principal components [50].

VI. Baseline Models

Baseline features, Text-based features, and image-based features have been extracted using various techniques as discussed in section IV and section V. Furthermore, to predict shares count four baseline regression models have been used. The models which are used to predict share counts are- Linear Regression, K-Nearest Neighbour Regression, Random Forest, and Extreme Gradient Boosting model. A combination of the above given three categories of features is used to predict shares using these four baseline models. Hence, the above 4 baseline models are trained on the three different dataset compilations: Baseline data, Baseline data with text features, and Baseline Data with text features and image features. The complete model architecture is shown in Figure 11 which shows that all the baseline models have been applied initially on Baseline features. Then, all four models are applied to the combination of Baseline and text features and finally, Baseline, Text, and Image features. A Total of 12 models, those are a combination of features set and baseline models are used to train the model and test the outcome. These models are tested and validated on different dataset/feature sets to compare and judge how the accuracy is improved on adding the new features to the baseline data. Twelve models details are enlisted in Table I. The baseline models which are used in order to build share prediction systems are discussed in subsections.

A. Linear Regression Model

Linear regression is used to predict the value of an outcome variable $Y$ based on one or more input predictor variables $X$. The aim is to establish a linear relationship between the predictor variable(s) and the response variable. The Linear
regression model is chosen so that the model can predict the linearity of the factor variables and the predictor variables. “lm” function of R language is used to train the regression model.

B. K-Nearest Neighbor Regression

K-nearest neighbor is used to predicting the value of outcome variable Y based on the k-nearest neighbors Y. The closeness is based on the Euclidean distance of other variables between them. The value of Y will be the average of the Y values from its k-nearest neighbors. The reason we chose the KNN model is that it gives a decent level of prediction and is easy to interpret the output. Even, the time required for the model is less. To Train the KNN model, the “caret” package is used with 5-fold cross-validation. Further, the K value is tuned from 5 to 43 with all the odd numbers, and finally K = 35 for the best result.

C. Random Forest-based Regression

Random forest is assembly outcome of multiple decision trees by merging these decision trees to get a more accurate and stable prediction. Undoubtedly, It has better predictive accuracy as compared to a single decision tree and works well with default parameters settings. The Random Forest is applied to the baseline data which essentially is a regression problem. Random Forest model is created by tuning ‘mtry’ and n tree values using ‘caret’ package which essentially specifies the level of trees that can be used for splitting and the number of iterations to run with. Even, 5 fold cross-validation is applied to find the best mtry. The final value of mtry = 2.

D. Extreme Gradient Boosting: XGBoost

XGBoost is an execution of the famous gradient boosting algorithm. XGBoost contains a series of models where each new model is built to predict the previous model’s error. To make a prediction using xgboost, we will need to add up the prediction of all the models. XGBoost is known for its fastness speed and accurate predictive power. We trained the XGBoost model by tuning all the tuneable parameters max_depth, min_child_weight, gamma, subsample, colsample_bytree, nrounds, etc in “caret”. Even, 5 fold cross validation is applied to find the best parameter sets.

E. Ensemble Modelling: Stacking Strategy

Ensemble model is an assembly or composition of various machine learning techniques to reduce generalization error in machine learning tasks. These methods use multiple learning models to achieve better predictive performance in contrast to any of the constituent learning models alone. The stacking technique is employed as a method of ensemble modeling. The fundamental concept behind this is to use a pool of weak learners (base predictors) and then use ensemble predictor to combine the base predictors outcome. The base predictors in our Stacking model are the prediction values of the 12 baseline models trained on the training sets. The Shares predictions of baseline Level1 models are now featured for level 2. In level 2 XGBoost is used as a model. XGBoost as a Meta learner is significantly more accurate compared to many other base learner outcome. Additionally, the model can predict effectively on the test set for the final evaluation metric.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

Several insights and outcomes are displayed in this section. These insights are required to understand the complete concept behind online popularity and its associated baseline, text, and image features. Detailed and clear results are depicted in the further divided five subsections.

A. Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA): Text Features

Exploratory data analysis is shown through the mapping of text features with shares in the article. The size of the bubble shows the shares count concerning readability features. Figure 12 shows the article shares distribution according to computed the SMOG Index and the Coleman Liau Index. Figure 13 is about the number of shares distribution based on the article title and article text polarity. The third shares distribution shown in Figure 14 constitutes shares distribution based on Emotional and Power words used in the articles.

Articles Shares corresponding to varying categories of features (as shown in figures) shows the equal distribution of features of considered articles. This exploratory data analysis is needed to validate that the generated features set are not suffered by class imbalance problem which is clearly visible through these distribution graphs.

B. Text Features Correlations

Figure 15 is self-explanatory heat map and clearly depicts the positive and negative relationship in text features.

C. Dataset Split and Evaluation Metric

The data set splits into the Train, Validation, and Test set for training and evaluating the prediction accuracy on varying features – Baseline features, Text features, and Image features. The sample size is taken using the Image dataset as a reference and then split into two as train and validation. The validation set is again split into validation and test set and which will be used for accurate prediction. The same applies to the other data set. The training data contains 8k articles for baseline and text data and 5k for image data. Validation and Test set are the same for all, respectively 800 and 500 articles. Root Mean Squared Logarithmic Error (RMSLE) is used for performance evaluation and validation of results. RMSLE measure is used to find out the error but calculating the difference between the values predicted by the machine learning model and the actual values. In this research work, the outcome of the model is in the form of the Number of shares i.e. how many numbers of
shares will be achieved by a specific article. The outcome can’t be matched with exact/precise numbers. Hence, an evaluation measure is required which will sanction the difference in shares for a threshold and RMSLE is the best measure in that sense. RMSLE is generally the best considered performance measure when system don’t want to penalize huge differences in the predicted and the actual values i.e in case where both predicted and true values are huge numbers. Hence, RMSLE is computed using equation (7)

$$RMSLE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{N} (\log (y_i) - \log (\hat{y}_i))^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

### D. Feature Engineering Outcome

Importance of Features as a resultant of XGBoost model is presented in Figure [16], Figure [17], and Figure [18] for all three categories- Baseline, Text, and Image features respectively. Figure [16] shows the resultant importance of baseline features where the number of images, Category of the article (World and Entertainment), number of reference articles, the number of self-reference article links, and the number of videos are found to be having higher importance value as compared to other features. Figure [17] shows the combination of baseline and text features importance ranking order after applying

![Figure 13: EDA: Articles Shares Corresponding to Sentiment Features](image)

![Figure 14: EDA: Articles Shares Corresponding to Dictionary Features](image)

![Figure 15: Correlation in Text Features](image)

![Figure 16: XGBoost Based Category wise Features Importance Distribution of Baseline Feature Importance](image)

![Figure 17: XGBoost Based Category wise Features Importance Distribution of Text Feature Importance](image)
XGBoost. Out of all text features Global Sentiment polarity, Word Density text and Word count, and title sentiment along with other important features from the baseline data are all found to be having higher value of importance. Finally, Figure 18 shows the importance of ranking order of all three categories of features. Out of all, Image features are having maximum importance, hence coming in the top list of the feature importance ranking. Few Image features are having extremely higher significance as compared to the other features in the XGBoost model. The ranking order of features is clearly shown in figure 18. The key finding of this feature engineering task is that image features are the most important features i.e., all the top and important features are image features.

E. Features Coefficients and Significance

Table II shows the coefficient/ Estimate of the independent variable in the linear regression equation. The table presents- 1) P-value that lies in 0-1 range, 2) the significance level to determine the statistical significance of each explanatory variable on the explained variable. It is clear that lower the P-value, the higher is the significance of the variable. In table, significance level is showcased by the number of the asterisk symbol (∗), a variable can have a maximum of 3 asterisks and a minimum of 0. Further, the level of significance is depicted by a full stop (.). It is observable that in the linear model on text features and baseline features, the title sentiment polarity has a strong significance in the model and has ∗∗ significance. This implies that the more positive the title of the article, the more shares it will get. Furthermore, the significance of image features for principal components 0, 1, 37, 39, 41, and 93 is high. This indicates that image features play an important role in deciding the number of shares an article can get. Additionally, the features such as the number of hrefs used in the article, the number of images used in the article are crucial and the most significant features to the model as well. Figure 19 and Figure 20 infers that the number of shares increases as more number of images and the reference link is added to the article. Figure 21 and Figure 22 image feature partial dependence plot shows the number of shares increases due to image features showing that the images have a high tendency to increase shares.

Root Mean Squared Logarithmic Error (RMSLE) is used to validate the number of shares predicted by different models and its validity corresponding to actual shares. Table III presents the outcome of the train, validation, and test set for all the twelve models detailed in section 6 and Table I RMSLE.
error for all models on training, validation, and test set gives test set error in the range of 0.36 to 0.386 which is itself an efficacious result.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS

Over recent years, the content on social media has greatly facilitated the way marketers, brands, and industries can communicate and convince users. Subsequently, the article context, social context \[53\], and image context have a great role in influencing customers.

In this research paper, news popularity is predicted based on all these three context information. Baseline features come under the category of social context, text features are under the category of article context, and similar way image context contains image features. Therefore, the enriched feature set in all three directions is the prime cause in finding news popularity efficiently. This section discusses observations and key findings regarding features that are perceived behind the curtain.

A. Impact of Text Features on news popularity prediction

The text features seemed to have higher variable importance as compared to the baseline features. The outcome of the evaluation metric indicates that text features have decreased share prediction and enhanced its performance slightly by 0.01 but the significance of text features is high. Readability features hold 7 ranks out of 15 important features. Specifically, LIX Index, Syllable Count, and Flesch reading ease are at a higher importance level. The effect of dictionary features is marginal and power words contain higher importance as compared to emotional words within used dictionary features. The effect of Meta features is even lesser than dictionary words. Out of all text features, sentiment features of both title and article are the most significant features. Title Sentiment Polarity is the most influential text feature and has proven its significance and usefulness towards shares prediction.

B. Impact of Image Features on news popularity prediction

It is observable from feature importance distribution that image features are the most significant features and tend to have higher variable importance. Adding them to the baseline and text features has shown vigilant improvement in the news popularity prediction RMSLE evaluation result. The RMSLE value was improved by 0.03 after adding the image features. Intuitively, images have the advantage of delivering the article message effectively. The image feature with a specific theme or color will be very effective since it conveys the mood of the article. This has also been proven by the partial dependence plot of base models. Additionally, the number of images also improves the performance significantly which signifies that adding more images/videos can greatly improve the news popularity. The low-level features such as edge, color, items in an image, etc. all contain their position in the top importance list during news popularity computation. This signifies that even the minor details present in the images can impact the model’s performance and news popularity. The overall actionable insights for a publisher is that the article publisher should increase the number of images, use of high-quality images (less blurry, non-textual), number of videos, amount of sentiment in the title, amount of sentiment in content, and more powerful and emotional words. On the other end, the article publisher should decrease the number of longer words in the content, the amount of multi-topic discussion in an article, the number of negative words.
Table II: Feature Coefficient and significant level Table

| Title Polarity | Estimate | Std Error | t Value | Pr(>|t|) | Significance |
|----------------|----------|-----------|---------|----------|--------------|
| Char Count Title | -0.0870152 | 0.0468147 | -1.859 | 0.0631 | . |
| Intercept | 3.2957439 | 0.4665926 | 7.063 | 1.84E-12 | *** |
| X0 | 0.0701925 | 0.025423 | 2.761 | 0.00578 | ** |
| X1 | 0.054895 | 0.0318134 | 1.726 | 0.08449 | . |
| X37 | 0.0642818 | 0.0388685 | 1.654 | 0.09822 | . |
| X39 | -0.0956658 | 0.0442725 | -2.161 | 0.03075 | * |
| X41 | -0.0891953 | 0.0426206 | -2.093 | 0.03642 | * |
| X93 | -0.0752779 | 0.043266 | -1.74 | 0.08194 | . |
| num_href | 0.464868 | 0.0795129 | 5.846 | 5.33E-09 | *** |
| num_self href | -0.1309966 | 0.0611654 | -2.142 | 0.03227 | * |
| num_imgs | 0.2519118 | 0.0719822 | 3.5 | 0.00047 | *** |

Table III: RMSLE based news popularity prediction result validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>RMSLE Train</th>
<th>RMSLE Validation</th>
<th>RMSLE Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 4</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 5</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 6</td>
<td>0.363</td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>0.379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 7</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>0.371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 8</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 9</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 10</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 11</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 12</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacking model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.351</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

In this paper, news popularity is predicted using enriched features and ensemble techniques. We have exploited the three categories of features to predict articles popularity, i.e., Meta features, Text features, and Image features. In the feature extraction phase, various natural language processing techniques are used to fetch out readability, Text Meta, TF-IDF, Sentiment, and dictionary text features. For Image features, a Residual network is used for a deep convolution neural network which gives an enormous amount of image features. These features are further reduced using Principal Component Analysis Technique. The accuracy of popularity prediction is measured with the use of the Root Mean Squared Logarithmic Error (RMSLE) performance measure. In the end, Ensemble XGBoost Model has been used to ensemble the outcomes of all 12 models in a stacking manner which slightly improves the performance of the popularity outcome. Finally, partial dependence of features on online news popularity is plotted to showcase and understand the insights of feature importance to achieve the research objective.

In the future, work can be extended by incorporating the temporal features for better time series based performance. Temporal features can be learned using deep learning models- recurrent neural network or long short term memory model. Uncertainly, temporal contextual features will help in performance enhancement and can be used for timely fluctuating user preference modeling for numerous social web applications such as recommendation, advertising, and relevant information retrieval.
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